ADSHOW 2016
ESSENTIAL HOME DEBUTS IN THE US

INTRODUCING THE ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST SHOW
ESSENTIAL HOME is featuring its bohemian chic collection for the first time ever in America from the 17 to
the 20 of March, stand 601.
A world of design inspiration awaits at the 15th annual Architectural Digest Home Design Show on March
17-20, 2016. AD Show will feature the well-known brand and the heavy weight of the industry, so returning
to the exhibition are names like Ligne Roset + LV Wood, Brabbu, Boca do Lobo, DelightFULL, and
Calico Wallpaper. It is open to both designers and professionals of various sector, trading, retail and
furniture suppliers, for instants.
This year, the Architectural Digest show will be a must attend show and it will have a vast program filled
with various product launches, theater programming and special events. Just r elax and enjoy the show.
ESSENTIAL HOME DEBUTS IN US

ESSENTIAL HOME is featuring its bohemian chic collection for the first time ever in America from the 17 to
the 20 of March, stand 601.
The bohemian chic brand is presenting its golden detailed collection for the first time at ADSHOW 2016. Its
design merge important historical references from the ‘30s and 60’s with contemporary influences.
The harmony of masculine and feminine, classic and contemporary, high and low, is integral to the brand’s
maverick sense of eclecticism and fearless, iconic style. The brand deals with different, intimate and cozy
ambiences that express the elegance and refinement of a home luxury. Essential Home has a midcentury
modern signature that makes it desirable to all.

ICONIC RETRO & SECRET AGENTS
At the show, you’re going to be able to see the hit piece that is the monocles sideboard. The midcentury
pieces is so requested that has become Essential new signatu re piece.
Side by side with the monocles, you will have the chance to see the Kelly Bar Stool, Russel Armchair, Gable
sofa and Quantum mirror. You just need to worry about one thing: shaken or stirred?

